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	 Hey bud, thanks for reading. Don't feel obligated, but here are some



	 


	 
WAYS YOU CAN SUPPORT THE SHIT OUT OF VERN & OUTLAWVERN.COM


if that's your thing:




	1. Patreon
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Toss me a couple bucks a month, support the good shit, also get access to a bunch of exclusive writing. This is my primary source of writing money that has allowed me to cut down to part time at the day job. Thank you!



	2. Buy my books from your local bookseller or somebody
  Amazon.com Widgets


click here for my Amazon author page[image: alt]

(NOTE: My ten year contract has passed on the Titan books, so I don't get residuals on them like I do WORM ON A HOOK and NIKETOWN, but I would love for you to read them because I'm proud of them)


EXTRA CREDIT: Review them on Amazon! That would really help me out. Unless you didn't like them, in which case forget I said anything.



	3. If you ever buy from Amazon, go through my links or search engines
 



(you pay the same amount you were gonna pay anyway they cut me a little slice)




	I also have an Amazon UK one:
   Amazon.co.uk Widgets

(I can't get the search box widget to work anymore, so click on MOONWALKER and then search for what you want.)


	4. My exciting line of fashion and leisure products
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(I get a couple bucks per item, you get a cool t-shirt, mug or lifestyle item)





	5. Spread the word
 
Tell your friends about my reviews and my books and everything. Only cool people though please, we don't need a bunch of suckers and/or chumps around here.

THANKS EVERYBODY. YOUR FRIEND, VERN



* * * *
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	Recent commentary and jibber-jabber
	CJ Holden on The Crow: Salvation (second review): “The 3 things that I remember about watching that movie something like 20 years ago: – I already had it…” Apr 3, 19:51

	Charles on Moon Garden: “I dug this one as well. It was really impressive looking given its modest budget and had Terry Gilliam vibes…” Apr 3, 10:03

	Pacman2.0 on Downtime (1997): “A weird bit of trivia about WICKED PRAYER is that it is based on a pre-existing CROW novel. You remember…” Apr 3, 08:56

	Charles on Road House (2024): “I thought this was fine and in some ways better than I expected, but I didn’t like the look of…” Apr 2, 10:39

	rainman21043 on Crimes of the Future: “Saw this one and was not happy. But it made an impression and that is a hell of a lot…” Apr 1, 14:45

	Bill Reed on Downtime (1997): “I’m a Doctor Who nerd, so you had me at “Paul McGann.” I also recognize Nalluri’s name from British TV…” Apr 1, 13:05

	MaggieMayPie on Downtime (1997): “I’m working from home today so I popped this one on while I did some mindless stuff. It really tried…” Apr 1, 11:44

	CJ Holden on Downtime (1997): “Never heard of that one, but it sounds good. I know Nalluri mostly as a British TV director, which I…” Apr 1, 07:43

	Flying Guillotine on Saint Maud: “I think this film is fantastic. It really shines in the smaller character moments. There’s a beat in which she’s…” Mar 31, 13:22

	VERN on Lost Phoenix: “Thanks for the correction, Sternshein. I don’t generally look at Facebook other than to post links, so I didn’t see…” Mar 30, 20:12

	James Couche on Lost Phoenix: “Haha, let me clear up the confusion. This film was shot in Richmond, VA but I’ve since relocated to Denver,…” Mar 29, 16:04

	Sternshein on Lost Phoenix: “You mention Denver in the FB and Twitter posts and then never mention Denver in the review at all but…” Mar 29, 15:51

	VERN on Lost Phoenix: “The director told me he’s based in Denver, and also that it was filmed in Richmond. I’ve never been to…” Mar 29, 15:01

	Sternshein on Lost Phoenix: “was this filmed in Denver or Virignia?” Mar 29, 12:29

	Uncle_Imshi on Catch the Fair One: “Reis is so good in True Detective, and has made it impossible for me to suspend disbelief when a TV…” Mar 29, 08:05



	VERN’S “I RECOMMEND THE SHIT OUT OF THIS PRODUCT” CORNER:
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